Genome analysis technologies: towards species identification by genotype.
Traditional identification of species has been based on phenotypic traits, although it is clear that, theoretically, genotype-based classification is more accurate. This is especially the case for microorganisms which possess less identifiable traits and are more easily influenced by environment. Therefore, technology that allows identification of species based on genotype is highly desirable. Whole genome sequencing can provide a sufficient amount of information and can be determinative for this purpose but is very impractical for routine use. Thus, a competent technology is needed that allows a reproducible reduction in the amount of information required about a whole genome, while still providing sufficiently accurate identification. It is almost imperative for such a technology to be of a high cost-performance and of easy handling. Universality and portability are also strongly desired. Based on these criteria, the current state of genome analysis technologies are reviewed. Among various methodologies discussed here, amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), genome profiling (GP) and microarrays are the subject of particular attention. As species identification is a base for most fields of biology including microbiology, ecology, epidemiology and for various biotechnologies, it is of paramount importance to establish a more efficient, easily handled and more objective methodology, in parallel with conventional phenotype-based methodologies. GP is currently considered to have the most optimal nature for identification of species since it can reproducibly reduce a huge amount of genome information to a manageable size by way of random polymerase chain reaction and can extract a sufficient amount of information for species identification from the DNA fragments thus profiled by temperature gradient gel electrophoresis. The potential ability of DNA microarrays for this purpose is also discussed and promises much for the future.